
CANADOS 86 BROMAS

A well-equipped 27M dream yacht, with great toys equipment for maximum fun and an
unforgettable Balearic lifestyle experience!



THE YACHT

CANADOS 86 "BROMAS"
 

26M MOTOR YACHT IN MINT CONDITION
FULLY EQUIPPED

INCL. TENDER / INCL. JET-SKI
 
 

LOCATION
PORT DE MALLORCA

PALMA DE MALLORCA (BALEARICS)
 

CREW ON BOARD:
3 (CAPTAIN, STEWARDESS, MATE)

 
YACHT AVAILABLE FOR

 SMARTYACHT CLUB USAGE
 
 
 



SPECS
 

 
 

YEAR: 2007
L / B / D    27.5 m / 6.44 m / 1.87 m

 
CABINS: 

4 FOR 8 GUESTS + 1 CREW (FOR 3)
CABINS CONFIGURATION:

2 DOUBLE, 2 TWIN BED
HEADS: 4 + 1 CREW

 
ENGINES: 2x 1800 HP CAT C32

SPEED:   
CRUISING 24 KNOTS/  MAXIMUM 32 KNOTS

 
EXTRAS: STABILIZERS, JET TENDER, JETSKI &

A HUGE COLLECTION OF TOYS!
 

YACHT IS FULLY EQUIPPED AND 
READY TO GO!

 
 



THE YACHT

Canados 86 BROMAS is the perfect choice for yacht lovers who want to
combine restrained elegance with the highest level of quality and is

guaranteed to give you unforgettable yachting moments on the
Balearic Islands.

 
The 27M yacht accommodates up to 8 guests in 4 comfortable,

spacious suites, including a king-size master cabin over the full width
of the ship with plenty of storage space and en-suite bathroom as well
as 3 further bathrooms for the comfortable guest cabins. The owners
have a passion for being out on the water for as much of the time as
possible and so in addition to being an inherently stable yacht, the

recent addition of zero-speed stabilisers only improves her versatility
further. 

 
Enjoy your exclusive yacht vacation together with the whole family and
friends and relax on the spacious yacht with a lot of privacy - whether
in the salon, which is equipped with a spacious dining area and lounge

area, or on the huge flybridge.
 

But the best entertainment is not only provided on the flybridge: On
board you can also expect a comprehensive inventoriy of water-toys
you shall have more anchorage possibilities to have a fun time out on

the water!
 

 



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
LIFE ON BOARD



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
OWNERS CABIN



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
VIP CABIN



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
SALON



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
LIFE ON BOARD



CANADOS 86 BROMAS
TOYS EQUIPMENT

Williams 395 Sportjet tender
Seadoo 230HP jestski
Ibiza Foils 5’4” Cruiser eFoil
Inflatable Tiwal 2-man sailboat

Starboard Inflatable windsurf board
Jobe proton towable sofa
Snorkelling gear
2 x xiomi eScooters 

Paddleboard
Hydrofoil wakeboard
Wakeboard 
WakeSkate board



Ben is originally from the UK and has been
professionally at sea for 25 years. He
started off teaching, doing deliveries and
then racing as a sailor, training in the latter
2 years for ocean racing. Since 2002 he
has been working on motor yachts ranging
up to 114M. With this experience along with
his good personal approach and the
familiarity of the boat through his third
season on board, Ben will ensure that you
have a safe and fun stay.

BEN EDWARDS
CAPTAIN

KRISTINA STOSIC
STEWARDESS

LUCA HEIERLI
MATE

Hailing from Croatia Kristina speaks
excellent English. As the bubbly and
proactive stewardess that we all love,
she has also taken on the additional role
of chef.  No task or request phases
Kristina and she is very much looking
forward to welcoming you on board and
making your stay with us a comfortable
and enjoyable experience.

Luca is originally from Cape Town, South
Africa and is in his 6th season as mate /
Deckhand. He enjoys languages and in
addition to English, he can also boast
conversational German and Spanish.
All of this as well as being an avid
explorer, climber and surfer along with
having a very approachable and calm
demeanour, Luca is perfectly equipped
to ensure that you have and enjoyable
and safe time on board.



JOIN A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE 

CONTACT US
 

SMARTYACHT AG, LIECHTENSTEIN
 

WEB
WWW.SMARTYACHT.NET

 
PHONE

+423 79 39 355
 

MAIL
OFFICE@SMARTYACHT.NET


